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• I have received research grants related to Covid-19 epidemic modelling from public funding agencies and 
one company. I have not personally received any money.  

• I have received one book, one travel mug, some delicious peanut brittle and a low-value Tim Hortons card, 
in return for giving talks about Covid-19 epidemic modelling. 

• I advised the BCCDC modelling team a lot during 2020. Less this year. 

• I am a member of the federal Canadian Chief Science Advisor’s expert panel on Covid-19. 

• I am a member of the independent BC-Covid-19 modelling group. 

•Joint with Sally Otto and others, during the early summer I met with Pam Ratner, David Shorthouse and 
others to talk about UBC’s planning for back to campus.  

•Thanks to Sally Otto and Eric Cytrynbaum of the BC-Covid-19 modelling group for their advice here!

Daniel Coombs  
Head, Department of Mathematics 

University of British Columbia
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•My personal risk assessment inevitably 
influences my judgement on policy  

•  We must be compassionate: varying 
personal circumstances, perception of risk 
and tolerance of risk.

Science Policy

Today’s discussion
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Long-term big picture

• SARS-CoV-2 is not going away. We are not going to 
have “herd immunity” and zero infections. 

• Waning immunity to infection and (re)introduction from 
elsewhere will probably lead us to an endemic state, 
possibly seasonal like other circulating cold viruses 

• Most serious disease will be avoided by immunity (due 
to infection or vaccination) 

• Seasonal vaccine boosters - for vulnerable 
populations?? 

• Public health challenge (resource rich countries at the 
moment):  

• manage the transition to endemicity 

• Personal health choice: gain immunity by vaccination or 
by infection!  

• (Infection is ~30 times more likely to land an 
unvaccinated person in hospital - vaccines are 
very effective)

Vaccines work.

Image: Alex Hill via Twitter
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Short-term in BC

• Very high vaccination rates but delta strain is highly transmissive: we continue to have 
circulating virus. 

• With >500k unvaccinated adults, we can still have a big “epidemic of the unvaccinated” as 
well as drive a lot of breakthrough infections 

• Mask mandate and vaccination passport (plus continued public health response, contact 
tracing, outbreak management, and general public cautiousness/anxiety) will: 

• “flatten the curve” (reduce sickness and death) 
• allow more people - possibly including young children - to become vaccinated 
• relaxation will lead to epidemic growth, especially among unvaccinated people
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UBC picture, today

• Extremely high vaccination rates (and very few children 0-12) “at UBC” 

• Vancouver region has very high vaccination rates within BC 
• UBC “on campus” may be among the most vaccinated communities in the world 
• But UBC is a commuter campus - infection rates here will not decouple from the region 

• By global standards, low level of circulating virus in the lower mainland 

• Mask mandate (I’ve yet to see any violations!) 
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Modelling transmission scenarios is hard

• Best models: simple-as-possible 
approaches and appropriate 
incorporation of uncertainty 

• Accurate estimation of transmission 
in particular settings very hard and 
probably unreliable 

• Population-scale models usually 
boil down to the average 
reproductive number R is more or 
less than one. 

• R<1: outbreaks remain small 

• R>1: outbreaks have the potential 
to become large

R>1

R<1

Time

New

Infections
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Modelling transmission scenarios is hard

• Best models: simple-as-possible 
approaches and appropriate 
incorporation of uncertainty 

• Accurate estimation of transmission 
in particular settings very hard and 
probably unreliable 

• Population-scale models usually 
boil down to the average 
reproductive number R is more or 
less than one. 

• R<1: outbreaks remain small 

• R>1: outbreaks have the potential 
to become large 

• R~1 in much of BC at this time

Dean Karlen, UVic

BC Covid-19 Modelling Group


(Sep 7)

BCCDC Covid-19 Modelling Group

(Presented by Dr Henry Aug 31)
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Can UBC sustain an epidemic today?

• Estimate baseline R0 ~ 8 for Delta variant 

• 80% effective vaccine in 90% of UBC 
community: R ~ 2 

• Masks: consistent and effective to 
prevent transmission
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Can UBC sustain an epidemic today?

Masks: Howard et al, PNAS January 26, 2021 118 (4) e2014564118
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• Masks: consistent and effective to 
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Can UBC sustain an epidemic today?

Masks: Howard et al, PNAS January 26, 2021 118 (4) e2014564118
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• Estimate R0 ~ 8 for Delta variant 

• 80% effective vaccine in 90% of UBC 
community: R ~ 2 

• Masks 

• Plus contact tracing, self-isolation, 
quarantine, rapid test pilot, individual 
behavioural choices… 

• It’s reasonable to think: 
Today, if UBC is 95%+ vaccinated 
then R<1 : UBC is not an incubator 
for the virus. 

• However, pockets of individuals 
with lower vaccination rates and/or 
high risk behaviour. Limited 
outbreaks will occur.

Effective reproductive number R
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Accessed: 4.50pm

Sept 20, 2021
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Guidance from elsewhere

• UNC Chapel Hill. Attest vaxx or do weekly testing. Mask mandate. 93% of students attest that they 
are vaxxed. Asymptomatic testing recommended for close contacts of cases.  
• Last week ~5000 tests with 22 cases detected (16/22 asymptomatic) (an improvement from 

previous week). 

• Duke (sucks). Vaxx proof required. 98/92% student/employee vaccination rate. Mask mandate. 
Surveillance screening (15000 tests per week):  
• Three weeks ago: “304 undergraduates, 45 graduate students and 15 employees tested positive 

for COVID-19 and are isolating. All but eight of these individuals were vaccinated, and the vast 
majority of them were, and continue to be, asymptomatic. A small number have minor, cold- and 
flu-like symptoms, and none have been hospitalized.”   

• Getting better: 126 cases two weeks ago; 32 cases last week. 

• Ohio State. Attest vaxx or do weekly testing. Mask mandate. Some physical distancing (75% capacity 
for large classes). 117 cases two weeks ago; 114 cases last week.
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Conclusions + Opinions

• Low community prevalence, extremely high vaccination levels and other interventions suggest that a 
large epidemic is currently unlikely at UBC. 

• Benefit of additional vaccine mandates is hard to discern among other uncertainty 
• Masking is a sensible low-barrier policy 
• Instructors should generally be masked 

• Importation of virus from outside UBC, and pockets of risky behaviour: small outbreaks are inevitable 

• A role for symptomatic testing of close contacts? 

• Long term challenges of transition to life with circulating SARS-CoV-2
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Conclusions + Opinions

What is the goal for UBC? 
• No virus on campus? 
• Outbreaks/clusters are small? 
• Activities at UBC contribute little to transmission in the lower mainland? 
• Infection rates among UBC students are in line with those of other young people in the region? 

What metrics will UBC use to make decisions on increasing/decreasing restrictions to meet 
its goals? 

What are the conditions for removing mask and vaccine requirements? 
Managing viral spread and community anxiety 

Data will build knowledge and confidence 
• UBC / VCH should - respecting privacy - share aggregate epidemiological information at UBC 

• Vaccine rates, case rates (vaxx vs unvaxx, symptomatic or not)  
• Likely settings of transmission / clusters 
• Rapid testing pilot and unvaxxed routine testing data 

• Comparator universities have dashboards with data
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•My personal risk assessment inevitably 
influences my judgement on policy  

•  We must be compassionate: varying 
personal circumstances, perception of risk 
and tolerance of risk.

Science Policy

“Covid zero”

Today’s discussion

Strength of Restriction

No intervention
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Guidance from elsewhere

• UNC Chapel Hill. Attest vaxx or do weekly testing. Mask mandate. 92/96/89% of students/faculty/staff 
attest that they are vaxxed. Asymptomatic testing recommended for close contacts of cases. Last 
week ~7000 tests and ~70 cases detected (all students, none are very sick). 

• Duke (sucks). Vaxx proof required. 98/92% student/employee vaccination rate. Mask mandate. 
Surveillance screening (15000 tests per week): Two weeks ago: “304 undergraduates, 45 graduate 
students and 15 employees tested positive for COVID-19 and are isolating. All but eight of these 
individuals were vaccinated, and the vast majority of them were, and continue to be, asymptomatic. A 
small number have minor, cold- and flu-like symptoms, and none have been hospitalized.”  Getting 
better: 126 cases in last week. 

• Ohio State. Attest vaxx or do weekly testing. Mask mandate. Some physical distancing (75% capacity 
for large classes). 117 cases last week (about 5x less than OH background rate).


